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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter assesses Russia’s response to the challenges brought on by U.S.-China competition, deglobalization, and the Covid-19 pandemic.

MAIN ARGUMENT

U.S.-China competition has not changed Russia’s foreign policy trajectory during the past decade. Instead, the Russian leadership continues to deepen cooperation with Beijing and push back against Washington. Russia has provided China with strategic support but lacks similar capacity to assist technologically or economically in the Sino-U.S. trade war. Challenges to globalization have only marginally influenced Russia’s capacity to generate national power due to its limited role in the global economy, which is concentrated in a few sectors such as energy and arms. Finally, the Covid-19 pandemic has impeded efforts to improve demographic trends and initially threatened the Putin regime’s legitimacy. The Kremlin, however, has used measures to control the pandemic as an opportunity to consolidate power by pushing through constitutional amendments and cracking down on political opposition.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• Although Russia cannot be expected to support the U.S. in its competition with China, Russian support for China has clear limits. Moscow is not ready to endorse Beijing’s territorial claims or bid for regional hegemony in East Asia. Russia has been accommodating of China’s growing economic and political influence in Central Asia, but Moscow attempts to maintain the upper hand in the security realm. Thus, the prospect of a revisionist Sino-Russian alliance directed against the U.S. and its allies is unlikely.

• Russia will attempt to capitalize on the U.S. preoccupation with China and improve its position globally—in particular in the post-Soviet neighborhood, Europe, and the Middle East.

• Whereas deglobalization has not significantly affected Russia, climate change and international efforts to reduce carbon emissions pose serious challenges to the political-economic model built around Vladimir Putin.
The crisis of U.S. leadership and the onset of Sino-U.S. rivalry have generated contradictory assessments in Russia. On the one hand, they have been hailed as evidence of the emergence of a multipolar world order, the creation of which has been Russia's long-term goal in the post–Cold War period. On the other hand, the Russian elite recognizes the worsening of the international situation and the ongoing instability of international politics, putting the blame on the United States' attempt to maintain primacy. Moscow has continued to position itself as a challenger to Washington and has intensified cooperation with Beijing. The U.S.-China rivalry has improved Russia's position in global politics and, coupled with the weakening of U.S. leadership, broadened Russia's room for maneuver in both its vicinity and more distant regions.

Yet this relative success in foreign policy has been accompanied by mounting domestic challenges. Whereas the threats to globalization have affected the Russian economy only to a limited extent, the Covid-19 pandemic has exerted a heavy toll on Russia. All positive demographic trends in recent years have been reversed. While the response to the pandemic facilitated a crackdown on domestic political opposition, the authorities' failure to tackle the public health crisis poses a long-term challenge to the ruling regime.

This chapter is divided into five sections. The first provides background on Russia’s foreign policy, its key aims, and its dominant features. The second section focuses on developments in the U.S.-China competition and their significance for Russia’s ongoing rivalry with the United States and its closer cooperation with China. The third section discusses the implications of the
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challenges to globalization and argues that, given Russia's limited place in the global economy, deglobalization has mattered relatively little to its markets. The subsequent section analyzes the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, which may have long-term effects that undermine the Putin regime's legitimacy and harm Russian demographics for years to come. The final section assesses the implications of these trends for the United States and U.S.-Russia relations.

The Drivers of Russian Foreign Policy

The overarching trajectory of Russia’s foreign policy began to take its current shape in the mid-2000s during Vladimir Putin's second presidential term. Material resurgence, the strengthening of the state, and domestic political consolidation fueled Russia's assertiveness in international politics. These processes culminated in Putin's provocative 2007 Munich speech about U.S. dominance in world affairs and the 2008 war with Georgia. The period of the so-called tandemocracy (2008–12) followed, with Putin becoming prime minister and Dmitri Medvedev serving as president, and led to a partial and temporary warming in relations with the West, even though Russia did not alter its foreign policy course in any fundamental manner. This period also marked Russia's deepening cooperation with a rising China. Putin's return to the presidency in 2012 initiated a conservative-nationalist turn in domestic politics, which was reflected in Russia's foreign policy. Moscow increasingly positioned itself as not only a geopolitical but also a normative challenger to the West. The annexation of Crimea in 2014, followed by the military intervention in Syria in 2015, initiated a new phase in Russian foreign policy. Interference in the U.S. presidential election the subsequent year signaled the growing sophistication of Russia's sharp-power instruments. In recent years, Moscow has enlarged its presence in regions such as sub-Saharan Africa and emerged as a key protagonist in the Arctic.

Since Putin's return to the presidency, Russia’s foreign policy has become increasingly entangled in domestic politics. Regime survival considerations have shaped Moscow’s policy toward the West as well as facilitated an embrace of a rising China. The search for great-power status has helped the Putin regime maintain domestic legitimacy, which was particularly visible during the annexation of Crimea. Parochial interests of powerful individuals close to the Kremlin and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have weighed in on the policy implementation process. Although Putin has remained the ultimate decision-maker, he often charts broad directions and leaves decisions about concrete policy actions to other actors. Domestic politics constitute both an asset and a liability for Russian foreign policy. The absence of domestic opposition provides stability that catalyzes the decision-making process
and increases room for maneuverability in international forums. At the same time, certain foreign policy activities that provoke rivals are driven by a willingness to prioritize popularity at home and mobilize support for the regime. As a consequence, Russia’s post-2012 foreign policy has been shaped by a combination of strategic, realpolitik considerations (offensive and defensive), the search for great-power status, and domestic political dynamics. Whereas the concrete form of Russia’s interests has been malleable, depending on specific circumstances, it is possible to reconstruct Moscow’s general interests in international politics. In its immediate neighborhood, Russia aims at maintaining political primacy and preventing other powers from establishing a security presence in its vicinity. In Europe, Russia has continuously aimed at limiting the U.S. presence and eroding transatlantic ties. Moscow views bilateral relations with leading European states as the best way to secure its influence. Globally, Russia is challenging U.S. primacy by opting for a multipolar international order in which Moscow would retain its strategic autonomy and participate in global decision-making as a key player.

In terms of national security, the Kremlin’s perception of external threats remains tightly linked to domestic stability and its challenges. The United States is the main focus of the regime’s feeling of insecurity, not only internationally but also domestically. The Russian elite perceives Washington as responsible for undermining the stability of the international system, and U.S. power projection continues to be interpreted as a means for the United States to effect regime change. To address this challenge, Moscow is prepared to use a number of instruments, ranging from nuclear brinkmanship to election interference.

The assessment of Russia’s national power has been a constant challenge for scholars and observers. Looked at from a purely material perspective, Russia has been in long-term decline and has been unable to reverse this course. Despite attempts to modernize its economy, Russia still lags economically far behind the United States, China, and the European Union. During this same period, however, Russia has not only re-emerged as a relevant global player but also demonstrated substantial resilience to external shocks. This capacity to generate national power is the function of Russia’s ability to translate economic potential into instruments of power, such as military and sharp-power resources (i.e., disinformation and cyberwarfare potential). Revenue from natural resources constitutes the country’s economic foundation. This allows the Putin regime to maintain the social contract and thus domestic political stability, retain the support of the elites by perpetuating patron-client networks, fund foreign policy activities, and
modernize the armed forces. Instruments of both hard and sharp power have gained relevance in the last couple of years, becoming key for Russia’s power projection. Moreover, Russian soft power has influenced populist and right-wing movements in Europe and beyond.

Following Putin’s re-election in 2018, new signs of social discontent began to emerge. The positive effect of the annexation of Crimea died down, and growing popular frustrations were increasingly related to worsening socioeconomic conditions. The decreased standard of living was due to a lack of substantial economic growth and a conservative fiscal policy. As a result, the Kremlin faced growing discontent, ranging from protests after the 2019 local elections in Moscow to the arrest and trial of a popular governor who represented a systemic opposition party in Khabarovsk Krai in the Russian Far East. Attempting to respond to these challenges, the Kremlin resorted to strengthening the technocratic element of its governance process and promoting a new generation of elites. At the same time, the Russian leadership attempted to boost the regime’s legitimacy by mobilizing supporters under anti-American and anti-liberal banners.

Yet decarbonization of the world economy, driven by the necessity to counter climate change, has emerged as the most serious long-term challenge for Russia’s generation of national power. The European Green Deal threatens to close the EU market to Russian oil and gas in the long term and increases the importance of energy markets in Asia, and China in particular. Natural resources (and especially hydrocarbons), as noted above, constitute the material foundation of the regime and are the engine of Russia’s economy. Even though the share of revenue from natural resources has passed its peak, in the late 2010s they still provided around 25% of GDP, almost 40% of the federal budget, and around 65% of export earnings. The most obvious risk relates to the declining demand for Russian natural resources, first and foremost oil, due both to lower overall demand for oil and to Russia losing out to cheaper producers, such as Saudi Arabia. This would, in turn, lead
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to a drastic decrease in budget revenue that could jeopardize the survival of the regime by undermining its legitimacy among both the elites and the general public.

U.S.-China Competition

The U.S.-China competition has broadened Russia’s room to maneuver in international politics. After the annexation of Crimea in 2014, Moscow had to rely on Beijing’s support to stave off Western political pressure and economic sanctions. The shift in U.S. policy toward China from engagement toward decoupling and neo-containment opened new possibilities for Moscow. Russia is no longer singled out by the United States as its only rival great power. For the Chinese leadership, the value of the partnership with Russia has risen, especially in the political and military-security dimensions. In the United States, meanwhile, the number of voices calling for a “reverse Kissinger” (i.e., pulling Moscow away from Beijing) has grown steadily; even as the 2017 National Security Strategy identified Russia as a competitor on par with China and the U.S. government aimed to punish Russia for interference in the 2016 presidential election. Similar ideas about the need to re-establish dialogue with Russia to counter China have appeared among U.S. allies. As a result, amid escalating U.S.-China competition, Russia appears to have found itself as a swing power, courted by both Washington and Beijing, an ideal situation from the realpolitik perspective.

This is not, however, how the Russian expert community has assessed the implications of the U.S.-China rivalry. Prior to the conflict over Ukraine, most Russian experts regarded the scenario of Sino-U.S. competition as disadvantageous to Moscow’s interests, equal to the potential marginalization
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that might result from the United States and China setting up an informal G-2. Even though some experts continue to favor equidistance between the two powers,⁹ the majority seem to prefer closer ties with China as a way of limiting U.S. influence and advancing a multipolar order.¹⁰ They do not see the rivalry as an opportunity for Russia to maneuver between Washington and Beijing. Instead, the emerging U.S.-China cold war is interpreted as being provoked by the United States, whereas China is regarded as interested in slowing down the pace of confrontation.¹¹ Russian experts do not see a new bipolarity but rather a shift from unipolarity to multipolarity, in which Russia will maintain its relevance and the threat of marginalization in the bipolar world will fade away. These views may be read as a response to a Kremlin policy that has preferred closer ties with China.¹²

Russia’s Grand Strategy

Russia’s response to U.S.-China competition has been more complex than realists would predict. Rather than striking a balance between its two most important bilateral relationships, Moscow’s actions have further eroded relations with the United States and deepened collaboration with China.

Russia-U.S. relations. U.S.-China competition has emerged at a time of crisis in Russia-U.S. relations.¹³ Washington’s shifting focus toward the Indo-Pacific generally and East Asia specifically means that Moscow could capitalize on diminished U.S. attention toward Europe, post-Soviet states, or the Middle East. Alternatively, Moscow could soften its anti-Americanism and broaden its room for maneuver in relations with China.

Russia’s relationship with the United States has been driven by a combination of defensive and offensive strategic considerations, regime survival, and desire for recognition as a great power. In terms of power politics, Moscow has sought to gain an advantage in particular regions and prevent U.S. encroachment on what it has perceived as its sphere of
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¹² Ibid.  
influence. With regard to domestic politics, the Kremlin has perceived U.S. policies as threatening the regime’s survival and employed anti-Americanism to prop up domestic legitimacy. Finally, Russia’s search for great-power status has been largely driven by the pursuit of Washington’s recognition of it as an equal.

Russian expectations are sometimes unclear, and the elite’s attitude toward the United States retains a contradictory character. On the one hand, Moscow aims to capitalize on the weakening U.S. global position and the damage done to U.S. leadership during Donald Trump’s presidency. On the other hand, there is a deepening perception that the United States is working to undermine, if not directly overthrow, the ruling regime. This “doublethink” of strength and vulnerability, especially vis-à-vis Washington, was identified by scholars as part of the dominant worldview of the Russian elite in the late 2000s.

The U.S.-China competition has not changed Moscow’s calculus. First, Washington put Russia on par with China as a “strategic competitor.” Even if this rhetoric was challenged by some U.S. leaders, including Trump himself, the majority of the U.S. establishment, and Congress in particular, has recognized Russia’s actions as detrimental to U.S. interests and countered with new sanctions on Russia on an almost regular basis. Second, the Kremlin has been interpreting U.S. actions through a prism of domestic politics. The United States’ support for political opposition in Russia, including Alexei Navalny, and critique of Russia’s continuous crackdowns are interpreted by Moscow not only as interference in domestic politics but as encouragement for a color revolution and regime change. The growing number of sanctions against Russia has only reinforced the Russian elite’s belief that the United States is trying to contain and punish Russia for any independent action in international politics in order to maintain U.S. global leadership.
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Moscow has demonstrated a lack of interest in mending ties with Washington, unless Washington makes substantial concessions, and instead has chosen to capitalize on U.S.-China competition to maximize its gains. Russia has exercised pressure on the United States in two areas in particular: U.S. domestic politics and Europe. Moscow has continued to interfere in U.S. politics via hacking and disinformation campaigns conducted by state and nonstate actors to sow unrest and deepen existing divisions.\(^{20}\) Russia also has intensified its military buildup across Europe—from the Arctic through Central Europe and from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean.\(^{21}\) Moscow consistently has opposed U.S. missile defense plans as well. With the sale of S-400 missile systems to Turkey, it has successfully driven a wedge between Turkey and other NATO members, the United States in particular.\(^{22}\) Russia has also tried to dissuade Washington from pursuing closer ties with Ukraine, especially to prevent weapon sales. The amassing of Russian troops at the border with Ukraine has been interpreted as both a warning signal to and a test of the Biden administration. On top of this, Russian and U.S. interests have clashed in other regional conflicts, with Moscow and Washington supporting opposing sides in Syria and Libya, and the Kremlin promoting formats that exclude its rival like the Russia-Iran-Turkey triangle.

Whereas in Europe Russia has aimed to capitalize on Washington’s diminishing attention and the rifts in transatlantic ties generated by Sino-U.S. competition, in Asia Russia faces different obstacles. U.S. attempts to bring India into a loose anti-China camp, coupled with Sino-Indian tensions, have threatened to weaken Russia’s ties with India. While Washington has achieved limited success so far, and some moves have even been counterproductive, such as threats to sanction India for purchasing Russian weapons, India’s tilt toward the United States, driven by poor relations with China, poses a challenge to Russia’s attempt to keep both India and China in its orbit.

The arrival of the Biden administration, as keen on countering China as the Trump administration, has not changed Russia’s approach to the
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United States. The relationship seems to have stabilized at a low level, especially after Putin’s summit with President Joe Biden in June 2021.\textsuperscript{23} However, the outlook remains uncertain.

Deepening cooperation with China. The deterioration of Russia-U.S. relations has coincided with Russia’s closer cooperation with the United States’ key rival—China. Russia’s post–Cold War relationship with China is marked by two turning points. First, Moscow abandoned its cautious policy vis-à-vis Beijing in the aftermath of the 2008–9 global economic crisis and accelerated cooperation. The Kremlin agreed to construct an oil pipeline to China, and key players in oil and liquefied natural gas (LNG), state-owned Rosneft and privately owned Novatek, concluded long-term, multibillion dollar deals with their Chinese counterparts. Moscow allowed arms trade between the two sides to revive, despite previous unease about reverse engineering. Joint armed forces exercises became a regularity, with naval exercises emerging as the second pillar of the security and defense collaboration. In Central Asia, Russia chose policies that accommodated China’s growing influence and implicitly promoted a division of labor, with Beijing dominating the energy sector and Russia the security realm.\textsuperscript{24}

The second turning point came with the Ukraine crisis, which accelerated Russia’s political and economic dependence on China. In a first, Russia provided China with its most advanced fighter jets and anti-missile systems available for export (the Su-35 and S-400, respectively). Russian state-owned energy corporation Gazprom concluded a long-term contract to deliver natural gas to China and embarked on the construction of the Power of Siberia gas pipeline along a route preferred by Beijing.\textsuperscript{25} Moscow also actively sought ways to reconcile its Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) with the Belt and Road Initiative, which had implicitly challenged Russian influence in the post-Soviet space.\textsuperscript{26}

Russia’s closer relationship with China has been accompanied by a rise in asymmetry between the two states. An imbalance in material power and the ability to project influence abroad have led many observers to perceive
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Russia as China's “junior partner.” Some have gone further, reducing Russia's role to that of a “resource appendage.” While the latter assessment simplifies the complexity of the relationship, the asymmetry between the two states has become an increasingly relevant factor.

Russia’s acquiescence to China and readiness to forge closer ties despite the power asymmetry confirm that Moscow is driven by more than just realist assumptions. Instead, its policy toward Beijing is underpinned by a combination of strategic considerations, domestic politics, and status seeking. The deteriorating relationship with the United States is a factor but cannot alone explain the dynamics of the Sino-Russian relationship. Domestic politics have facilitated Russia's accommodation of China's rising power in a number of ways. The growing similarity in political systems, characterized by a high degree of centralized power and a crackdown on dissent, has shaped similar threat assessments. Because the Putin regime has not been challenged by Beijing, China's rising power and influence, while disadvantageous geopolitically for Russia, have not posed a threat to regime survival. Moreover, in some areas, the privileged position of certain domestic individual and corporate actors has enabled them to promote closer cooperation with China. China for its part has skillfully deferred to Russia's great-power status, making sure to diminish rather than emphasize the asymmetry. Personal chemistry between Putin and Xi Jinping has helped prioritize the relationship for both states' elites, leading to the suppression of skeptical voices.

The shift in U.S. policy toward China has paved the way for Moscow to reassert its position vis-à-vis Beijing and choose how and in what ways to support China in its competition with the United States. Ultimately, Russia has increased cooperation and expanded ties with China, even defending it against criticism from the West. In some areas, Moscow’s willingness to


cooperate has been constrained by a lack of capacity, specifically economic and technological.

Since 2017, Russia has sent several signals of its readiness to provide China with strategic, political, and military support. The most significant so far were the participation of the Russian Air Force in joint bomber patrols in the vicinity of Japan and South Korea and the first joint naval patrol in the seas surrounding Japan, which suggested that Moscow was considering expanding its security ties with Beijing. Support for China and a readiness to intimidate U.S. allies in Asia seemed to have prevailed over Moscow’s desire to maintain close relations with Tokyo and Seoul. Yet the potentially most far-reaching testimony to Russia’s readiness to expand cooperation with China was Putin’s October 2019 announcement that Russia had begun assisting China in the construction of an early-warning missile system. Though Putin repeated this declaration several months later, no further details emerged and the Chinese side remained silent. If confirmed, this would not only strengthen Chinese nuclear potential vis-à-vis the United States but also send a clear signal of Moscow’s readiness to seriously consider a full-fledged alliance with Beijing.

At the same time, the change in joint military exercises, observed since 2018, has testified to Moscow’s growing confidence vis-à-vis Beijing. Joint land and maritime exercises have been supplemented with the Chinese troops’ participation in Russia’s annual strategic exercises. In 2018, three thousand Chinese troops took part in the Vostok 2018 exercise; in 2019, Russian and Chinese armed forces cooperated within the framework of the Tsentr 2019 exercise; and in 2020, the Southern Military District hosted Chinese troops in the Kavkaz 2020 exercise in the Caucasus.

Of these three exercises, the Vostok exercise sent the most potent signal. Exercises in previous years (2010 and 2014) left a certain ambiguity about the potential targets, with many observers interpreting the drills as a warning to Beijing. The invitation of Chinese troops to take part in the largest military
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exercise since the 1980s deepened Russian-Chinese ties, on the one hand, and projected Russia’s bolstered self-confidence, on the other. During subsequent exercises, the profile of Chinese participation has been significantly lower, “hidden” among other invited guests. In 2020, Russia was unable to secure participation of troops from both China and India, as New Delhi decided to withdraw. Although the official reason was the Covid-19 pandemic, India probably did not want to create the impression of normalizing relations with China after violent clashes along their shared border.\textsuperscript{36} Likewise, the pattern of naval exercises changed too, with Russia and China increasing the number of exercises with third parties, including trilateral drills with South Africa and Iran in 2019 and a repeat with Iran in 2020. These strategic exercises may be interpreted as a step backward in terms of practical coordination of Russian and Chinese armed forces, especially compared with the land-based Peaceful Mission or naval Joint Sea exercises in previous years.\textsuperscript{37} Instead, China’s recent participation in Russian strategic exercises seems to prioritize sending political signals, with the practical dimension of military preparedness being of secondary importance.

The majority of Russian signals have not, however, been reciprocated by China. As mentioned, Beijing has remained silent about the prospects of an early-warning system built with Russian assistance. The joint activities conducted in China’s neighborhood have not been re-enacted in the regions of Russia’s greatest interest—Central Europe or the Black and Baltic Seas. Beijing’s wariness to throw its weight behind Moscow’s political-military brinkmanship in Europe was recently confirmed during Russia’s Zapad 2021 exercise.

The Zapad series of exercises tends to simulate conflict with the West through the use of the full spectrum of Russia’s capabilities, including nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{38} Thus, the participation of Chinese troops in Zapad 2021 (in line with their participation in three previous strategic exercises) would have sent a strong signal about Beijing’s readiness to elevate its relations with Moscow to the level of a de facto military alliance. China decided, however, against sending such a signal. Rather than joining Russia in the European theater, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) hosted their Russian counterparts in Chinese territory. Russia and China conducted a joint exercise directed at the West


that, according to the Russian media, paralleled Zapad 2021. Even its name, Zapad/Vzaimodeistviye-2021, suggested the link to the Russian exercise. In the exercise, troops from the Russian Eastern Military District arrived in China and joined PLA units.\(^{39}\) The exercise was regarded as the Sino-Russian demonstration of participation capacity directed at the United States. China’s decision to not participate in the main Zapad exercise is evidence of its desire to mitigate potential fears of the Sino-Russian threat among key European states. While there are voices in China calling for more coordinated activities with Russia, Beijing does not seem ready to bankroll Moscow’s aggressive moves in Europe.\(^{40}\)

Surprisingly, U.S.-China competition has not accelerated Russian arms exports to China. Instead, arms sales have stagnated. Since the big contracts on the S-400 and Su-35 were signed in 2014–15, Russia and China have not concluded any new major agreements. Moreover, unconfirmed reports suggest that in 2020 Moscow put on hold the delivery of S-400 missiles to China amid rising tensions between China and India.\(^{41}\) Another limitation of Russia’s cooperation with China is the absence of shifts in both states’ attitudes toward each other’s territorial claims. Russia has neither secured Chinese support for its annexation of Crimea nor recognized China’s territorial claims in the East and South China Seas. Fears of entrapment and an unwillingness to commit resources to the other side’s interests—territorial claims and bids for regional hegemony, in particular—seem to be preventing the emergence of a revisionist Sino-Russian alliance.

Russia’s readiness and capacity to strategically and militarily support China in the latter’s great-power competition with the United States also does not extend to the economic and technological domains—those areas where the rivalry between Washington and Beijing has been most intense.\(^{42}\) While Sino-Russian technology cooperation embraces a number of areas, such as civilian nuclear energy and aviation, Russia cannot provide China
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\(^{40}\) For example, in response to the Lithuanian government’s decisions to withdraw from China’s 17+1 grouping with Central and Eastern European states and agree to the name change of a Taiwan representative office in Vilnius, Beijing recalled its ambassador and asked Lithuania’s representative to return home. The editorial in the English-language version of the Global Times, a mouthpiece for the Chinese Communist Party, called for China and Russia “to jointly deal a heavy blow to one or two running dogs of the U.S. to warn other countries.” “China, Russia Can Cooperate to Punish Lithuania,” Global Times, August 11, 2021, https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202108/1231251.shtml.

\(^{41}\) Probal Dasgupta, “Why Russia Really Stopped Its S-400 Supply to China,” Print, November 12, 2020, https://theprint.in/opinion/why-russia-really-stopped-its-s-400-supply-to-china/542583. This news has not been confirmed by either Russian or Chinese sources independently of the Indian news outlets.

with cutting-edge technology, and the Russian market is too small in size and too poor in purchasing power to be attractive for Chinese companies that are deprived of access to Western markets.\textsuperscript{43} On the contrary, it is Russia that may benefit from Chinese technologies such as artificial intelligence. Space and aerospace are the only sectors where Russia can provide China with tangible assistance. While the two sides have advertised cooperation in space, implementation of ambitious designs remains to be seen.\textsuperscript{44} The most promising undertaking in the aerospace industry, a widebody jet codenamed CR929 and designed to compete with Boeing and Airbus, is in the early stages of development. The Sino-Russian joint venture started the construction of the first prototype in 2021, with mass production to begin in 2025.\textsuperscript{45}

Apart from strategic and security-oriented cooperation, the Sino-U.S. competition has accelerated normative convergence between Russia and China. Prior to the shift in U.S. policy, Chinese rhetoric directed toward the United States tended to be more benign than that coming from Russia. Faced with U.S. pressure, Beijing has adopted a much harsher attitude, which at times approaches the level of anti-Americanism observed in Russian discourse. While Russia and China have consistently emphasized the right to each state’s “own political and economic path,” the escalating U.S.-China competition has elevated these declarations of mutual support for sovereignty and noninterference in domestic affairs to new heights. The focus on regime survival and the similarity of both sets of ruling elites’ worldviews have reinforced their perception of the West as the main driver behind any domestic opposition. Both states have declared unambiguous support for the other side’s domestic actions, be it Russia’s crackdown on Navalny and his associates or China’s suppression of Hong Kong’s autonomy and independent media. Putin has explicitly lent support to China’s policies on Xinjiang, with any criticism being dismissed as unacceptable Western interference.\textsuperscript{46} Russian representatives drew parallels between protests in Belarus and Hong Kong, seeing both as failed color revolutions.\textsuperscript{47} Moscow has also stood by Beijing regarding debates about the origins of the virus

\textsuperscript{43} For an overview of Sino-Russian technology cooperation, see Christopher Weidacher Hsiung, “China’s Technology Cooperation with Russia: Geopolitics, Economics, and Regime Security,” Chinese Journal of International Politics 14, no. 3 (2021): 447–49.


\textsuperscript{46} “Full Transcript of Exclusive Putin Interview with NBC News’ Keir Simmons.”

that causes Covid-19, actively supporting Chinese disinformation efforts and echoing Chinese conspiracy theories linking the virus to the United States.48 This convergence has been particularly acute in global forums, such as the United Nations or G-20. At the same time, Moscow and Beijing have remained divided on other issues such as separatism and globalization.49

Strategic support and normative convergence notwithstanding, Russia’s approach toward China’s rising influence in Asia and regional competition with the United States has oscillated between staying on the sidelines and tacit to open support for Chinese policies. Russia has sought to remain neutral in China’s territorial disputes with Moscow’s traditional Asian partners, such as India and Vietnam. Even though Moscow supported China’s position vis-à-vis the international arbitration with the Philippines in 2016, it has refrained from offering any other kind of support for China’s claims in the South China Sea, as noted above.50 Russia has even pursued political-military and energy cooperation with Vietnam, and Rosneft conducted drillings in Vietnamese territorial waters, an area over which China claims sovereignty as part of its nine-dash line. To not test Beijing’s patience, however, Rosneft (a company with a large stake in the Chinese market) handed operations over to another Russian SOE, Zarubezhneft.51 While maintaining cooperation with Vietnam, Russia was unwilling to risk the position of its key energy company in China.

Moscow has invested considerable effort to remain neutral during Sino-Indian border tensions, even offering services that might help keep communication lines between the two adversaries open.52 This policy is grounded both in Russia’s desire to keep cordial relations with India and in the widespread belief that the Russia-China-India triangle serves as an instrument to balance U.S. primacy. While it is difficult to pinpoint any tangible results of this trilateral cooperation, the Russian elite seems convinced of the necessity to maintain this format.53 Moscow’s determination to overcome Beijing’s opposition to India’s accession to the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation

53 For instance, the triangle is repeatedly included in all relevant foreign policy and security documents of the Russian Federation.
demonstrates Russia's persistence in keeping China and India on the same side. Yet boiling tensions between them, as well as U.S. courtship of India, make this balancing act increasingly difficult for the Kremlin. Moscow clearly dislikes the U.S.-led cooperation within the Quad and criticizes the concept of the Indo-Pacific region as a U.S. construct aimed at containing China. At the same time, Moscow tries to avoid antagonizing India so as not to push it into the U.S. orbit and seeks to demonstrate the value of the Russian-Indian partnership through various means, such as by providing India with S-400 anti-missile systems. With some of its actions, however, Russia has inadvertently undermined its policy of diversifying ties in Asia.

Russia’s Capacity to Generate National Power

The escalation of open U.S.-China competition could improve Russia's economic situation in several ways. Moscow might count on the easing of economic sanctions and pressures from the United States and other Western states eager to prevent further Sino-Russian rapprochement. It might also hope for potential benefits from Russian companies replacing U.S. companies in the Chinese market or attracting Chinese companies debarred from the U.S. market. Yet in both cases, these hopes have so far turned out to be overblown. As discussed in the previous section, there are some sectors in which Russian companies have profited from their U.S. competitors being pushed out of China. In the majority of cases, however, Russia does not have the capacity to fill the gaps that have emerged. Moreover, China's gradual shift toward dual circulation (i.e., greater self-sufficiency and less reliance on overseas markets for long-term development) has made it more difficult for Russia to economically capitalize on the Sino-U.S. rift.

While the Russian economy has been quite resilient to sanctions imposed by the United States and EU following the Crimea conflict, the lifting of at least some of those sanctions would certainly improve its situation. However, U.S.-China competition has not generated enough pressure for the United States to consider reversing sanctions. As a result, the majority have remained in place, even after the change of the U.S. presidency in January 2021. The only major concession made by the Biden administration has been to lift sanctions on the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline. However, this move had less to do with a general policy shift toward Russia and instead stemmed from Washington's


desire to mend ties with Germany. Meanwhile, the U.S. Congress has continued to impose new sanctions on Russia.

The Chinese side of the Sino-U.S. equation has had a greater potential impact on Russia’s capacity to generate national power because of several factors. First, with growth in bilateral trade and investment, Russia’s GDP has become increasingly dependent on China’s rate of economic growth. Thus, negative trends in the Chinese economy from the U.S.-China trade war increasingly have the potential to harm Russia. Second, after China cut ties with some of its economic partners, Russia was able to step up in some sectors, such as natural resources and agriculture. The fallout from the Sino-U.S. competition has increased Russian food and agricultural exports to China (e.g., soy beans). Likewise, China’s disputes with Australia paved the way for Russian companies to increase their coal exports. Moscow even went so far as to support the construction of new railway infrastructure to allow for increased transport of coal to China.

While these inroads into the Chinese market have benefited Russian companies, they have only amplified the existing economic imbalance between the two countries. The persistence of this asymmetry explains Russia’s inability to benefit from Sino-U.S. “decoupling” in other, more sophisticated economic areas. Regarding market access, as noted earlier, the size of the Russian market will not compensate for Chinese losses in the U.S. or European markets. Concerning investment opportunities, the Russian market offers only a few options for Chinese investors. With the exception of the energy sector, the scope of participation in projects to construct transportation infrastructure is limited by Moscow’s financial constraints. The Russian stock exchange does not provide an alternative platform for Chinese companies forced to delist from U.S. stock exchanges. In sum, Russia is not positioned to fully benefit from the U.S.-China economic rift.

U.S.-China competition has only marginally influenced the energy sector, which is the cornerstone of Sino-Russian economic cooperation and the bedrock of the Russian political economy. Collaboration in the oil sector
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flourished well before the Western response to the Crimean crisis, with major pipelines already in place and major contracts signed by 2013. China also began investing in the Russian LNG sector before 2014. Russia’s conflict with the West only made a difference in Sino-Russian cooperation on pipeline natural gas. After years of negotiation, Moscow chose to accept Chinese demands concerning the price and the route of a gas pipeline. The Power of Siberia project (opened in 2019) supplies China’s east coast cities from newly explored gas fields. The scope of China’s participation in Novatek’s LNG projects has also broadened, with Chinese companies buying stakes in the Arctic LNG 2 project and Chinese banks providing substantial loans to increase production amid Western sanctions. In addition, despite advances made by China’s civilian nuclear energy sector over the last decade, Russian SOE Rosatom secured the contracts for the construction of new units at two nuclear power plants in Jiangsu and Liaoning Provinces. Nonetheless, energy cooperation has been driven primarily by the activities of domestic players and economic calculations made by both sides rather than in response to U.S. pressure or U.S.-China competition. The case of pipeline gas exports from Russia illustrates this phenomenon. Even in 2024, Russia will still supply less than half the pipeline natural gas purchased by Chinese companies in Central Asia. However, the future of new gas pipelines, such as Power of Siberia 2 (a project crossing a western section of the Sino-Russian border, negotiated since the mid-2000s under the name Altai) and Power of Siberia 3 (a project transiting Mongolian territory), remains uncertain. Regarding Power of Siberia 2, Russia lobbied for the project as a way of putting pressure on the EU. If implemented, the gas to supply the pipeline would originate in Western Siberia (the same area used to supply the EU), giving Moscow substantial leverage over its customers in both the West and East. Although Beijing took part in negotiations, from the Chinese perspective the pipeline would duplicate already existing infrastructure in Central Asia and probably require additional infrastructure to bring gas to the eastern coast. The Power of Siberia 3 pipeline remains more plausible, but the issue of transit is looked at with suspicion by Beijing and may turn out to be an insurmountable obstacle. China’s demand for natural gas is predicted to rise along with the country’s attempts to limit coal consumption, but Gazprom has to compete with other Central Asian sources and LNG delivery.
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Moreover, Biden’s conciliatory approach toward the Nord Stream 2 pipeline has decreased the relevance of the Chinese market for Gazprom.

**Russia’s National Security**

Contrary to the limited impact of U.S.-China competition on Russia’s capacity to generate power, the influence on Russia’s national security has been considerable. On the one hand, Russia’s strategic environment has improved as the intensifying U.S.-China rivalry has diverted Washington’s attention away from Europe and limited the scope of U.S. actions in the European theater. On the other hand, U.S.-China competition has seriously weakened the existing arms control architecture and accelerated the development of the U.S. arsenal in some areas. Even if Russia’s lack of compliance contributed directly to U.S. withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty in February 2019, Washington also cited Beijing’s unwillingness to join the regime. Moscow blamed the United States for the breakdown of arms control and consistently denied U.S. accusations that Russia breached the INF Treaty. As a result, Russia must balance the benefits of increased freedom of action in the defense realm with the costs of heightened regional and global instability generated by escalating U.S.-China competition.

The threat assessment espoused by the Russian elite has not undergone any substantial changes because of the U.S.-China rivalry. Rather, anti-American and anti-Western trends that have dominated thinking about Russian security for the last decade have only been reinforced, with Washington being identified as the major source of instability. The new National Security Strategy, signed by Putin on July 2, 2021, represents Russia’s first major attempt to assess the dominant developments in international politics. The lack of any reference to the impact of U.S.-China competition on Russia’s security environment, however, demonstrates its limited utility. Chapter 2, titled “Russia in the Contemporary World: Tendencies and Possibilities,” emphasizes the ongoing transformation toward multipolarity that is accompanied and countered by “attempts of Western states to maintain hegemony.” The general assessment is that international security has worsened since the 2015 edition. According to the 2021 National Security Strategy, the number of sources of pressure on Russia have increased, with a proliferation of protectionist instruments and sanctions, as well as the use
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of climate change as a pretext to limit Russian access to export markets and establish control over transportation routes, including in the Arctic.\(^{67}\)

Faced with growing U.S.-China tensions, Russia has focused on strengthening its strategic deterrence potential. First, it has accelerated work on new armaments that would prevent the U.S. missile defense system from weakening Russia’s second-strike capability. These weapons include, among others, Avangard hypersonic glide vehicles and new RS-28 Sarmat intercontinental ballistic missiles.\(^{68}\) Second, Russia has attempted to exploit the ambiguity of conditions under which it would be ready to use nuclear force. The U.S. withdrawal from the INF Treaty was one of the reasons behind Russia’s new nuclear doctrine, which was made public (for the first time) in June 2020.\(^ {69}\) The document, titled “Basic Principles of State Policy of the Russian Federation on Nuclear Deterrence,” however, did little to clarify Russia’s nuclear policy.\(^ {70}\)

Finally, while pushing the United States to extend the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START), Moscow refused to support Washington in pressuring Beijing to join strategic arms control talks. The Trump administration made extension conditional on China joining the treaty and explicitly asked Moscow to apply pressure to Beijing in this regard. But Moscow has consistently resisted and sided with Beijing in opposing any trilateral arms control talks. Russian representatives claimed that they “understood” China’s position and expressed no intention to exercise leverage over Beijing. Russian observers then pointed out that the United States should include the UK and France in any multilateral talks and accused Washington of trying to drive a wedge between Russia and China.\(^ {71}\) All the while, Russia continued to push for a bilateral extension to New START and officially submitted a proposal to extend the treaty to the U.S. State Department in December 2019.\(^ {72}\) By generating

\(^{67}\) Office of the President of Russia, Strategiya bezopasnosti Rossiiskoi Federatsii, para. 16.


uncertainty about its principles for the use of nuclear weapons, Moscow might have hoped to tilt the calculus in Washington. Russian pundits warned that Moscow “takes a world without arms control seriously and is preparing for it” and recognized the dissolution of the arms control system.

Biden’s election as president and his determination to expeditiously extend New START removed this item from the list of contentious bilateral issues between the United States and Russia. Nonetheless, the parameters for future talks on strategic stability and arms control remain uncertain. Russia has maintained an ambiguous attitude to arms control. For one, it responded to Biden’s extension offer by shortening the ratification process (required by Russian law) to less than 24 hours. Thus, the extension of New START seemed to signal Moscow’s willingness to return to a comprehensive strategic dialogue with the United States. That being said, the new security strategy omits the New START extension and contains no suggestions of Russia’s readiness to engage in further dialogue on strategic stability or arms control. Instead, it emphasizes the necessity to maintain nuclear deterrence potential. The joint statement issued by Putin and Biden during their June 2021 summit promises a dialogue on strategic stability but does not offer any suggestions as to how the two sides might reconcile their differences.

Pressures on Russia’s Economic Outlook from Challenges to Globalization

Unlike the United States, China, or the EU, Russia does not depend on globalization for economic growth and related geopolitical clout. This has stemmed from its marginal place in the global division of labor, limited participation in global supply chains, and the attitude of the Russian regime toward globalization in general. While political and business elites have benefited from globalization, the Russian economy as a whole has remained in the backwater, with no political push to embrace it. As a result, the challenges to globalization—such as growing protectionism, U.S.-China decoupling, and the gradual replacement of the global trade regime regulated by the World Trade
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Organization (WTO) with regional agreements—have turned out to be less of a problem for Russia than for other major powers. Instead, Western sanctions and volatile prices have constituted its biggest economic challenges.

Russia’s Grand Strategy

The shifting attitudes of the Russian ruling elite to globalization can be traced back to the 2008–9 global economic crisis. At the time, Moscow decided to delay its application for WTO membership. Rather than joining the global trading regime, Russia chose to pursue regional economic integration in the form of a customs union with Belarus and Kazakhstan, which evolved into the EAEU. Although Moscow ultimately joined the WTO in 2012, its participation has continued to be half-hearted.

Western sanctions imposed since 2014 have reinforced Russia’s views on globalization as a Western-led process skewed to benefit the United States as an instrument of political influence. Russian leaders sought ways to limit potential harm to the economy. The instruments employed have included countersanctions (mostly directed at European food producers), import substitution, tightening control over regional economic integration, de-dollarization (moving away from the U.S. dollar as the main currency used in transactions with external partners), and relatively conservative fiscal policies aimed at maintaining macroeconomic stability. A relatively consistent macroeconomic policy has allowed Russia to withstand the impacts of Western sanctions. Moscow has managed to rebuild its sovereign funds ($180 billion) and substantially increase the Central Bank’s reserves to $600 billion. In addition, Russia’s sovereign debt remains at a low level (19.3% of GDP in 2020).

The Russian economy thus has turned out to be quite resilient to external economic pressures that accelerated during the Trump administration. Russia’s energy exports continue to provide the bulk of revenues and are in most cases regulated by bilateral agreements rather than multilateral
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trade regimes. Since December 2016, Russia has participated in the OPEC+ mechanism, within which participants agree to reduce exploration in order to keep prices sufficiently high. In March 2020, Moscow temporarily left and increased oil exploration but quickly found itself on the losing side as Saudi Arabia suppressed prices by increasing its own exploration.\(^82\) As a result, Moscow returned to the mechanism within a couple of weeks.\(^83\) Likewise, Gazprom has been able to adapt to regulatory frameworks introduced in the EU’s gas market. Although sanctions have deprived Russian energy companies of access to most advanced Western technologies and made it more difficult to secure financing for future projects, they have not directly targeted oil and gas exports. Similarly, industries in which Russia has a competitive edge—the civilian nuclear energy and arms manufacturing—are isolated from multilateral regulatory frameworks, and neither sanctions nor the process of deglobalization has harmed Russian exports in either sector.

Russia continues to promote regional cooperation projects in Eurasia, but the slow pace of their implementation suggests that the Russian leadership considers them to be valuable geopolitically to strengthen the country’s great-power credentials rather than a response to challenges from deglobalization.\(^84\) The Greater Eurasian Partnership, put forward by Putin in 2016, seems to confirm Russia’s relative lack of interest in practical arrangements.\(^85\) The partnership, of which the EAEU is a part, serves mostly to promote Russia’s status as a great power and has not gone beyond rhetoric. It is, however, a useful instrument to counter the concept of the Indo-Pacific region. The synchronization of the Belt and Road Initiative and the Greater Eurasian Partnership also reduces possible tensions between Moscow and Beijing, though the practical dimension of the partnership remains limited.\(^86\)

**Russia’s National Power**

From the perspective of Russia, oil prices have remained the single most important factor defining its capacity to generate national power. In this sense, the Russian capacity to generate national power depends not so much on
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globalization as on the global demand for oil and, to a lesser extent, natural gas. Given that Russia has been experiencing increasing external pressures since 2014—in the form of both Western sanctions and a dramatic fall in oil prices—the trend of deglobalization has not caught Moscow by surprise. As noted above, with its exports focused on natural resources and limited inclusion in global value chains, Russia does not rely on globalization as much as other players, such as China, the United States, and the EU. The challenges to globalization are dangerous for Russia mostly in terms of their implications for demand. Russia used the period of higher prices to build its reserves and thus increase its resilience to external economic pressures, from the West in particular.

Russia has tailored existing instruments to withstand additional pressures. For example, it has managed to build resilience to most of the Western sanctions, even if import substitution has often been costly and produced far from desired results. Low-growth seems to be satisfactory to Moscow as long as it brings sufficient revenues and maintains macroeconomic stability. The role of external partners remains limited, even though Chinese assistance has helped with financing key energy projects such as the Yamal LNG joint venture. Russia’s flagship pipeline project, Nord Stream 2, was initially delayed as a result of U.S. sanctions and pressures, but Gazprom completed the project in 2021.87

In terms of generating military power, Russia modernized a substantial part of its armed forces before the Ukraine crisis. Moreover, domestic political mobilization after 2014 enabled the Kremlin to increase military expenses. Russia’s military-industrial complex is capable of providing the majority of required systems and relies on external partners only to a miniscule degree. The military budget peaked in 2016 and, though decreasing since then, remained at 4% of GDP in 2020.88

The Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on Russia

Russia’s actions in response to the Covid-19 pandemic strongly resemble its response to the 2008–9 global financial crisis. In the initial phase, the Kremlin attempted to score points internationally by portraying Russia as safe from the pandemic and offering help to Western nations. In later phases, the


efforts have focused on tackling domestic challenges that might arise from
the mismanagement of the pandemic.

Russia’s Grand Strategy

The Covid-19 pandemic’s overall effect on Russia’s trajectory in
international politics has been limited so far. Moscow has attempted to
elevate its great-power status, increase its soft power, and project influence.
The pandemic, however, has neither made Russia more cooperative nor
less assertive.

Moscow’s first attempts to improve its international image and
demonstrate great-power credentials occurred during the early stages of the
pandemic in spring 2020 when it sent highly publicized medical assistance
to Italy and the United States. These activities turned out to be short-lived
once the virus began spreading in Russia itself. Moscow later used production
of a Covid-19 vaccine as a means to increase its status. The Russian-made
vaccine was the first Covid-19 vaccine to be registered and the government
has promoted it as evidence of Russia’s scientific potential and credentials
as a modern great power. The very name of the vaccine, Sputnik V (“V” for
“victory”), suggests the country’s ambitions to play the role of the world’s
savior from the pandemic. To this end, Moscow has engaged in vaccine
diplomacy, attempting to improve bilateral relations and demonstrate its
upper hand as well as generosity vis-à-vis the West.

Although not yet approved by the World Health Organization, the vaccine
has gained approval in over 70 countries, including some EU members. As of
September 2021, Russia had sold around 600 million doses, with India, Iran,
Argentina, Egypt, the Palestinian Authority, Mexico, Nepal, Peru, Turkey,
Vietnam, and Venezuela being among the biggest buyers. Other countries
have declared willingness to produce the Sputnik vaccine domestically:
South Korea (1,850 billion doses), India (1,150 billion doses), and China
(260 million). In addition, Russia has provided a smaller number of doses
as humanitarian aid, often as a way to open commercial talks.

Russia’s self-promotion as a scientific great power has faced some
backlash. A low vaccination rate in Russia of only 32% of the population,
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bottlenecks in the production of the vaccine, and ongoing uncertainty surrounding the vaccine’s efficacy have undermined confidence in Sputnik V.\textsuperscript{92} Some partners, such as Ghana and Kenya, have even canceled orders.\textsuperscript{93} Russia was also accused by the EU of spreading disinformation related to the pandemic and other vaccines.\textsuperscript{94}

**Russia’s National Power**

The pandemic’s impact on Russia’s capacity to generate national power has been threefold: economic, demographic, and political. From the Kremlin’s perspective, the most relevant impact has been in the domestic political sphere. Given the importance of political will as an instrument of Russia’s power,\textsuperscript{95} the ability to rein in potential rivals and control allies is one of the key determinants of Russia’s capacity to generate national power. Initially, the government’s weak response to the pandemic appeared to have seriously undermined the regime and Putin’s personal legitimacy.\textsuperscript{96} Since then, however, the Kremlin has used the opportunities provided by social distancing measures to consolidate power. Major steps taken by Moscow have included the introduction of constitutional amendments and the crackdown on Alexei Navalny and his supporters. The constitutional amendments enable Putin to run for president twice more (and potentially remain in power until 2036), while deferring the question of leadership succession, which had begun to loom over the Russian elite and had the potential to create divisions.\textsuperscript{97} Furthermore, the targeting of Navalny has temporarily removed the most able and serious political opposition to the ruling regime. Navalny was poisoned in summer 2020, and upon his return from Germany (where he received medical treatment), he was arrested and tried for violating parole. His imprisonment was followed by crackdowns
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on his organization, the Anti-Corruption Foundation, which was labeled as an “extremist organization” and effectively disbanded.\(^98\)

The economic effects of the Covid-19 pandemic have been unexpectedly mild, especially when compared with the impact on other states. The biggest challenge for Russia was a slump in oil demand, which in turn led to a sharp decrease in prices, but the global economy’s revival has lifted prices and allowed Moscow to rebuild its coffers. Russia’s GDP contracted in 2020 by only 3%, and growth is expected to reach 3% in 2021 and 2022.\(^99\)

The demographic effects of the pandemic are among the most difficult to assess. According to official data, as of November 2021, Covid-19 cases had reached 8.4 million and reported deaths were 245,000. However, external observers have questioned official data provided by the Russian government.\(^100\) Based on a statistical analysis to determine “excess deaths” compared with a typical year, the real death rate from the virus may be four times what the state has reported. As of September 2021, total excess fatalities in Russia since March 2020 had reached more than 750,000.\(^101\) The pandemic has aggravated several long-term trends in human life indicators and reversed the previous efforts of the Kremlin to stop demographic decline. The decrease in population was the biggest since 2005, while the number of births fell to its lowest level in the last two decades. As a result, Russia’s population declined to 146.2 million, the lowest point since 2014.\(^102\)

**Implications for the United States and U.S.-Russia Relations**

The Russian ruling elite continues to perceive the United States both as a declining hegemon that is struggling to maintain its dominant position and as the major threat to Russia’s role in international politics. U.S. competition with China has not altered this dominant way of thinking. Moscow has been
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unwilling to make any concessions that would pave the way for mending ties or improving relations with Washington. Instead, Russia has chosen to strengthen its ties with China and provide Beijing with strategic and political support.

Russian policy complicates U.S. strategy both globally and toward China. Globally, Russia can be expected to seek benefits from U.S.-China competition, first and foremost by counting on and exploiting the United States’ inability to fully address two strategic challenges simultaneously: one in Europe and one in Asia. While a scenario where Russia openly supports China in a confrontation with the United States appears to be far-fetched, a rise in pressure on U.S. allies in Europe is highly plausible. Moscow will opportunistically capitalize on Washington’s diminished attention to regions such as the post-Soviet environs, the Black Sea, and the Middle East. With regard to China, Moscow can be expected to extend political support and demonstrate cordial relations with Beijing, including in the security and defense realms. Joint exercises will amplify political signals sent to Washington by Beijing, and any further Russian arms transfers or support for the construction of early-warning missile systems will strengthen China’s military potential. As the case of the New START negotiations demonstrated, Washington will find it more difficult to convince Beijing of the benefits of arms control if Russia backs China’s intransigence. The Sino-Russian strategic partnership helps secure China’s backyard, allowing the country to concentrate on its rivalry with the United States.

The bottom line is that the United States cannot count on any form of Russian support in its competition with China. Any potential rift emerging between China and Russia is highly implausible. Russia has been careful not to send signals suggesting the possibility of anti-Chinese policy, while China in turn tends to downplay its advantage and demonstrate respect for Russia’s equal status, despite the growing asymmetry between the two countries. Under such circumstances, even the U.S. attempts to make Russia “neutral” in the U.S.-China competition may turn out to be futile.

Still, the United States can diminish the value of Russia’s support for China by shifting the weight of Sino-U.S. competition to those areas in which Moscow is either unwilling or unable to provide strategic assistance to China. Russia will not throw its full weight behind China because the two have not established a revisionist alliance, one in which both states would
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support each other’s most aggressive foreign policy actions and commit to mutual defense. As noted earlier, for example, Russia is unwilling to support China’s territorial claims—either in the South and East China Seas or vis-à-vis India. Moscow does not want Chinese hegemony in East Asia or Eurasia and wants to maintain close relations with states such as Vietnam. Closer Russia-India relations might slow down Russia’s cooperation with China and thus indirectly benefit Washington. At the very least, any U.S. attempts to punish New Delhi for closer ties to Moscow will ultimately be counterproductive, alienating India while doing little harm to Russia.

In the Sino-U.S. technological race and trade war, Moscow does not have sufficient capacity to partner with Beijing. Apart from certain technologies helpful in space exploration, Russian capabilities in the high-tech sector are limited. Nor will Russia be able to compensate China for any economic losses incurred through loss of access to the U.S. or European markets. The Sino-Russian partnership matters solely for classical power-political games and multilateral diplomacy in the United Nations. Its potential in nontraditional areas of great-power competition is much smaller and thus less relevant.

In its policy toward Russia, the United States might capitalize on China’s unwillingness to back Russia’s political-military brinkmanship in Europe. While China may be willing to join Russia in targeting individual European states seen as “U.S. clients” (as in the case of Lithuania), it continues to demonstrate restraint toward Europe as a whole.

The options for improvement in U.S.-Russia relations remain limited. Finding common rules in cyberspace requires trust that is absent. The list of sixteen critical infrastructure areas presented by Biden to Putin during their June 2021 summit may invite Russia to test U.S. resolve rather than deter competition. Likewise, progress in arms control will be difficult to achieve without substantial concessions made by the United States. For Russia, the most contentious issue since the early 2000s has been the U.S. missile defense program. While Moscow ultimately agreed to New START back in 2010 without receiving any concessions from Washington, opening a dialogue on a replacement treaty in five years may be extremely difficult. The fact that the Russian elite still craves U.S. recognition of Russia’s great-power status may provide a certain degree of flexibility for the United States. What is most problematic is that the expected forms of this recognition are often difficult to disentangle, as Russia awaits not only symbolic but also substantial concessions.

Finally, Russian domestic politics creates a substantial obstacle to more stable U.S.-Russia relations. Tensions with the United States, including over sanctions, provide an excellent scapegoat for any failures of Putin’s leadership and serve as an instrument to mobilize his conservative base.
Any improvement of bilateral relations would make it more difficult for the Kremlin to play this anti-American card. The usefulness of this strategy has only increased amid the economic difficulties and challenges to the legitimacy generated by the regime’s mismanagement of the Covid-19 pandemic.